
 

Vumile Mavumengwana on the power of creative work that
resonates universally

Having dusted off the Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity cobwebs, VM DSGN's designer and creative director
Vumile Mavumengwana talks us through his experience on this year's design awarding jury and what it's really like being a
South African in Cannes.

Mavumengwana, living the life in Cannes. Image supplied by Mavumengwana.

Mavumengwana was one of seven SA Cannes Lions jurors for 2018, serving on the design awarding jury. He shares the
following snapshot of how he found out the news:

He was looking forward to seeing the wide range of high-calibre international work, meeting his fellow jurors, sharing and
learning from multicultural backgrounds and perspectives and of course, the great summer weather by the beach, with a bit
of rosé for the win.
His expectations were more than met in his Cannes Lions 2018 experience overall, with Mavumengwana sharing that the
design jury’s focus was zoned into:

20 Jul 2018By Leigh Andrews

“ It was a delightful surprise, waking to a call around 7am in my PJs. At first, I was confused, but it quickly crystallised

that I was being invited to judge at Cannes! In nano split-seconds, I agreed to the whole situation. What a way to start the
day! ”

https://www.bizcommunity.com/
https://www.bizcommunity.com/Profile/LeighAndrews


Ogilvy Johannesburg’s #FCKHIV for Viacom MTV ticked these boxes well enough to walk away with a Bronze Design Lion
this year.

Here, Mavumengwana shares his views on other winning work, what SA creatives bring to the global judging mix, and his
favourite Cannes Lions-related moments…

My first time travelling to Cannes in 2012 was a surreal experience, until then it was a place I’d only heard of and imagined
at a distance.

Work that uses Design as an effective tool to disruptively solve problems faced by brands and the world today
Brilliant ideas fused with craftsmanship or better phrased, smart insights masterfully crafted
The idea, the execution and the results

#CannesLions2018: All the SA winners!
22 Jun 2018

Share a few of your favourite Cannes Lions-related moments over the years – either from attending personally or
agency winning work-related.

https://www.bizcommunity.com/Article/196/111/178635.html
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Image supplied by Mavumengwana.

Being right there and hearing directly from the legends you always read about was quite something! That year it was Sir
John Hegarty, David Droga, Annie Leibovitz, Dan Wieden and special guest Kanye West.

Seeing the work was also awe-inspiring. It literally broadened my creative perspective and inspired me further in my
career.

It was great to briefly escape the South African wintery chills for a sunny sho’t left to the South of France – filtered with
crystal blue skies, soft white beach sand and technicoloured swimming shorts and bikinis by the sea.

Although we didn’t get a lot of time for this kind of fun, being secluded in the jury room for five full days, it was rewarding
and fulfilling in itself. The design jury team sparked with great chemistry and camaraderie.

What's it like, being a South African in Cannes?



 

South Africa at the Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity 2018 
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�Brett Antony Morris, Alistair King, Mariana Okelly, Marc Algranti, Peter

Gabriel Khoury, Damon Stapleton, Roanna Williams, Liam Wielopolski,
Suhana Gordhan, James Barty, Carl Willoughby, Gordon Ray, Ann Nurock,
Sarah Rayner, Nunu Ntshingila-Njeke, Haydn Townsend, Jamie Mietz,
Sanjiv Mistry, Dean Paradise, Kate Desmarais von Berg, Jarred Cinman,
Jason Xenopoulos, Matt Ross, Molefi Thulo, Ryan McManus, Jarred
Cinman, Paul Hinch, Shane Forbes, Stu Stobbs, Melusi Mloo Mhlungu,
Sashnee Nair, Bruce Roberts, Asheen Naidu, Andrea Quaye, Karabo
Denalane, Nicola Wielopolski, Jeana Theron-Khoury, Zootee Studios,
Devin E Kennedy, Julie Maunder...

Please help me add the rest of our Saffers in the picture (inbox me names)
as we want everyone in �

�
�
�

�
�
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Julie Maunder
about 6 years ago

We learned, laughed and shared a lot of perspectives
together. Coming from different countries and backgrounds, it was interesting to hear how we all see creativity, design and
the purpose of it within marketing and the world at large.

As a lot of Cannes attendees have already attested, the rosé does seem to be running bottomless there wherever we went,
and it did help cool things down and quench the long days’ work, so it was always welcome.

Language was a barrier in most instances if you didn’t wax lyrical in French here and there, that’s why you’d always find
the South Africans hanging together, very much in high spirits!



The Cannes Lions Design Lions jury 2018. Image supplied by Mavumengwana.

Having people of your kind in a foreign country always feels like a home away from home. Cannes was a great and
inspirational experience overall, creatively and personally. I felt honoured and privileged by the opportunity to judge at this
level.

A huge thanks to the Creative Circle, Cinemark Ster-Kinekor and Cannes Lions for opening up the game for more diversity.
I hope more local creatives will also get the opportunity to expand their creative perspectives and careers through this grand
platform.

Much like the other judges from different countries and continents, we bring a multi-cultural perspective and lens to the
work.

We bring our different cultural backgrounds, which leads us to work that connects us at a human level and experience,
work that resonates universally.

The Cannes Lions judging process consists of three rounds, involving viewing, voting, discussion and then awarding of
Lions.

In the first round, judges consider and score each entry on a scale of one to nine, based on whether they consider it a
shortlist candidate. The second round is a review, where judges will consider whether entries on the shortlist are worthy of
being shortlisted only, a possible winner or a definite winner. Typically, about 10% of entries will make it to this stage.

In the final round, guided by the jury president, the judges review and debate entries before voting on whether they
consider each a Gold, Silver or Bronze Lion winner, or as shortlist only. It takes a two-thirds majority vote to claim a Lion,
and only about 3% of entries will do so.

After voting, results are read out and juries confirm the decisions. Candidates for Grand Prix, selected from among Gold
Lion winners, are also identified and further discussion follows before a last vote to determine the Grand Prix winner.

Entries for public awareness, non-profit organisations and charities aren’t eligible in their category, but are then considered
for the Cannes Lions Grand Prix for Good and the Lions Health and United Nations Foundation Grand Prix for Good.

Definitely. What do SA creatives bring to the global judging mix?

Describe the judging process at Cannes and how it differs to other award shows.

#CannesLions2018: Good, Film and Impact Lions winners!
22 Jun 2018
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There were a few great pieces that stood out for me:

The Intel Drone Light Show at the Winter Olympics, especially in terms of how it used technology and creativity in an
innovative and awe-inspiring way. It felt like a step change in the world of tech, creativity, entertainment and branding.

Trash Isles’ by Plastic Oceans, a big awareness idea on the global threat plastic waste is posing to our planet and oceans
in particular. The idea of listing an island as big as France entirely made of plastic trash to dramatise the reality of how
much plastic is floating at sea.

Double A’s 'Obsession for Smoothness', featuring OK Go music video highlighting Double A’s paper smoothness
through an innovative and mesmerising first of its kind paper animation.

#FairnessFirst: Why SDGs are at the (Lion)heart of #CannesLions2018
Leigh Andrews  25 Jun 2018

Wow. Quite the process. What was your favourite work this year, and why?
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Lacoste’s 'Save Our Species', using their crocodile brand icon to feature animals in danger of extinction – a very simple
and iconic creative approach for awareness of threatened species.

Those really do make an impact. Share a few of the global marketing, advertising and creative trends that stood out
most strongly on the international award track.

Environmental challenges/solutions
Data and design
Technology and creativity
Gender equality, social diversity and environmental awareness
Women equality and empowerment
LBGT rights

Seems we’re in for a real creative smorgasbord as we head into the final half of the year. Cinemark was once again the
local representatives of Cannes Lions for SA. Click through to our Cannes Lions special section for all the latest

#FairnessFirst: Not-so-secretly supporting Pride Month with Russia's #thehiddenflag
Leigh Andrews  16 Jul 2018
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updates, check in on our Loeries Creative Week special section and be sure to follow Mavumengwana on Twitter and
Instagram for his latest updates.

ABOUT LEIGH ANDREWS

Leigh Andrews AKA the #MilkshakeQueen, is former Editor-in-Chief: Marketing & Media at Bizcommunity.com, with a passion for issues of diversity, inclusion and equality, and of
course, gourmet food and drinks! She can be reached on Twitter at @Leigh_Andrews.
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